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Abstract
Purpose: Nowadays, 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose ([18F]FDG) positron emission tomography
(PET)/X-ray computed tomography (CT) is considered the best available technique to in vivo
determination of human BAT volume. The most used Hounsfield unit (HU) threshold for BAT
quantification is from – 250 to − 50 HU. Therefore, the main objective of the present study is (i) to
examine the influence of SUV and HU thresholds on BAT quantification by [18F]FDG-PET/CT
scan, (ii) to identify the proportion of BAT which is not detected by [18F]FDG-PET/CT scan when
limiting the range between − 10 and − 50 HU, and (iii) to describe the distribution of BAT
radiodensity by weight status and sex in young healthy individuals.
Procedures: We measured 125 individuals after a personalized cooling protocol with a static
[18F]FDG-PET/CT scan. We quantified BAT using different combination of threshold in every
single HU for all participants.
Results: We observed that the SUV threshold influences BAT quantification by [18F]FDG-PET/
CT scans more than the HU range. We found that the range from − 50 to − 10 HU had the
highest proportion of total BAT volume (43.2 %), which represents 41.4 % of the total BAT
metabolic activity in our cohort. We also observed that BAT volume was not different between
categories of body mass index, as well as BAT activity (SUVmean). In addition, BAT was less
dense in women than in men, although the BAT activity (SUVmean) was higher in all ranges of
HU. We also observed that the radiodensity of BAT located in the cervical area was mainly in the
range from − 50 to − 10 HU.
Conclusion: Therefore, all future human studies using static [18F]FDG-PET/CT scans should
include BAT in the radiodensity range from − 50 to − 10 HU.
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Introduction
In 2009, a set of studies demonstrated that humans have
metabolically active brown adipose tissue (BAT) which is
activated upon cold exposure [1–3]. Due to its energy-
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burning capacity, BAT has been postulated as a possible
target to combat obesity and other comorbidities [4, 5]. To
date, the most used technique to quantify human BAT [6] is
the injection of a single dose of 2-deoxy-[18F]fluoro-D-
glucose ([18F]FDG) before performing a positron emission
tomography (PET) combined with X-ray computed tomog-
raphy (CT) scan [7] after an acute cold exposure.
Moreover, the [18F]FDG-PET/CT is considered the best
available technique to in vivo determination of human BAT
volume [8].
[18F]FDG-PET provides information about [18F] FDG
uptake by metabolically active tissues, which is expressed
as standardized uptake value (SUV). After entering into the
cells, [18F] FDG is phosphorylated by hexokinase. Because
it cannot be further metabolized, it becomes entrapped and
can be visualized using PET [7]. However, only using
[18F]FDG-PET scan is inaccurate because the technique
does not allow to identify tissues. Therefore, [18F]FDG-
PET is commonly combined with CT, which uses rotating
X-rays and tomographic reconstructions to visualize inter-
nal body structures [7]. A CT scan is able to distinguish
different tissues based on the radiodensity, which is
expressed as Hounsfield units (HU). The radiodensity of
adipose tissue ranges from − 300 to − 10 HU. The
radiodensity of BAT ranges from − 67 to − 10 HU and
that of WAT from − 300 to − 96 HU in mice [9–11]. U Din
et al. [12] showed that human BAT radiodensity increased
from thermoneutral to cold conditions and that this increase
was negatively associated to whole-body adiposity
markers.
To date, human BAT studies have applied more than
32 combinations of SUV and HU thresholds [13] and
these combinations influence BAT volume and activity
quantification by [18F]FDG-PET/CT scans. In 2016, a
panel of experts published a set of recommendations to
perform and analyze human BAT studies using this
technique [6] (i.e., BARCIST 1.0), and concluded that
the SUV threshold should be individualized (SUV IND)
considering the participant’s body composition [6].
Additionally, they suggested to use a radiodensity
ranging from − 190 to − 10 HU for BAT detection and
encouraged the scientific community to apply these
thresholds in order to facilitate future comparisons.
Nevertheless, the most used HU threshold applied in
BAT quantification is from − 250 to − 50 HU [13], and
several studies showed with biopsies that BAT density
corresponds with the radiodensity measured with HU in
the range from − 50 to − 10 [9–11]. Therefore, we do not
know how much BAT is not taken into account by the
most used threshold in literature. Lastly, BAT volume
and activity differ between sexes, as women have higher
[18F] FDG uptake by BAT compared with men [14],
which is also affected by body composition. However,
whether any differences exist in terms of BAT
radiodensity in men and women and between individuals
with different body composition is largely unknown.
Thus, the aims of the present study are (i) to examine the
influence of SUV and HU thresholds on BAT quantification
by [18F]FDG-PET/CT scan, (ii) to identify the proportion of
BAT which is not detected by [18F]FDG-PET/CT scan when
limiting the range between − 10 and − 50 HU, and (iii) to
describe the distribution of BAT radiodensity by weight
status and sex in young healthy individuals.
Materials and Methods
Participants
This cross-sectional study was performed within the
framework of the ACTIBATE project [15]. All assessments
were made in Granada (Spain) during the months of
October, November, and December 2015 and 2016. The
study subjects were 125 young adults, 43 of whom were
men (Suppl. Table 1, see Electronic Supplementary
Material (ESM)) [15]. All underwent a comprehensive
medical examination and reported themselves to be
sedentary (G 20 min moderate-vigorous physical activity
on G 3 days/week), reported a stable body weight over the
last 3 months (G 3 kg change), were not exposed to cold
regularly, did not smoke, and took no medication. None
suffered from cardiometabolic disease. The study was
performed in accordance with current ethical guidelines
(Declaration of Helsinki, as revised in 2013) and were
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the
University of Granada (no. 924) and that of the Servicio
Andaluz de Salud. All participants gave their written,
informed consent to be included.
Personalized Cooling Protocol
The cooling protocol used and the quantification of the
BAT volume and activity were as previously reported [14,
16]. Briefly, subjects sat in a cool room (19.5–20 °C)
wearing a water-perfused cooling vest (Polar Products Inc.,
Stow, OH, USA). The water temperature was reduced from
16.6 °C at ~ 2.2 °C per 10 min until they began shivering.
After 48–72 h had elapsed, they went to the Hospital
Virgen de las Nieves, where they were again placed in a
cool room (19.5–20 °C) and wore the same cooling vest but
with the water temperature set ~ 4 °C above their earlier
shivering threshold test result for 2 h. After the first hour,
the subjects received an injection of [18F] FDG (~
185 MBq) and the water temperature was increased by
1 °C to avoid visually detectable shivering. One hour later,
they were subjected to PET/CT using a Siemens Biograph
16 PET/CT scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), scan-
ning two BEDs from the atlas vertebra to thoracic vertebra
6 (approximately).
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PET/CT Analysis
The PET/CT images were analyzed using the Beth Israel
plugin for FIJI [1] software (by BMT) under the
supervision of a nuclear medicine physician (JMLL)
[17]. The regions of interest (ROIs) were semi-
automatically outlined from atlas vertebrae (Cervical 1)
to thoracic vertebrae 4 using a 3D Axial technique [18].
We established the cervical region from atlas vertebrae
to C7 (Fig. 4a) and thoracic region from C7 to Th4 (Fig.
4b). SUV was calculated as [18F] FDG uptake ((kBq/ml)/
(injected dose [kBq]/patient weight [g])). We defined
BAT volume, SUVmean, and SUVpeak following
BARCIST 1.0 criteria (SUV IND threshold = (1.2/(lean
body mass/body mass))), and we defined BAT metabolic
activity as the product of BAT volume and SUVmean [6].
We downloaded a csv file with the single value of HU
and SUV for every active pixel inside the ROIs from the
Beth Israel plugin for FIJI software. Later, we quantified
BAT volume and activity in every single range of HU
(from 0 to − 1, from − 1 to − 2, and so on until − 300).
Once we identified all the pixels located in the range of
HU, we applied different SUV and HU thresholds.
Firstly, we used different SUV thresholds (1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
3.0, and IND) with a fixed range of HU (− 10, − 300) for
quantification of BAT volume and activity (SUVmean).
Secondly, we used a fixed SUV threshold (SUV IND)
but we modified the ranges of HU (− 190, − 10; − 180, −
10; − 190, − 150; and − 250, − 50) and we quantified
again BAT volume and activity for every single combi-
nation. We established as the reference BAT volume and
activity the ones calculated with SUV IND as recom-
mended by the BARCIST 1.0 criteria [6] and the
radiodensity range of adipose tissue (from − 300 to − 10
HU). We then averaged the number of pixels in every
range of radiodensity to obtain the average of
radiodensity. The PET/CT scans were visually examined
to classify participants as PET+ (BAT volume ≥ 5 ml and
[18F] FDG uptake clearly in the well-known regions) or
PET− (BAT volume G 5 ml and none [18F] FDG uptake
in these regions) [14, 19].
Body Composition
Lean body mass (LBM) and fat body mass were determined
using a Hologic Discovery Wi dual energy X-ray
absorptiometer (DXA) (Hologic, MA, USA). Body weight
and height were measured using a SECA model 799
electronic column scale and stadiometer (SECA, Hamburg,
Germany). Body mass index (BMI) and lean mass index
(LMI) were calculated as body weight/LBM divided by
height squared. The participants were categorized as under-
weight (BMI ≤ 18. 5 kg/m2), normal weight (BMI ≥ 18.5 and
G 25 kg/m2), overweight (BMI ≥ 25 and G 30 kg/m2), and
obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2) [20].
Statistical Analysis
The descriptive characteristics of the study participants
are presented as mean and standard deviation (SD) unless
otherwise stated. To examine the influence of SUV and
HU thresholds on the quantification of BAT, we con-
ducted linear regression analysis with BAT volume and
activity quantified by SUV IND, HU – 10 to − 300 as
independent variable and BAT volume and activity
quantified by different combination of HU and SUV
thresholds as dependent variables. The analyses were
conducted in 16 separate regression models. We per-
formed paired t test for the comparison between the
absolute values of BAT calculated by the reference
threshold vs. the different combination (Suppl. Table 2,
see ESM). We selected the range of – 250 to − 50
because it is the most used in literature [8]; then, we used
the range of – 190 to − 10 because it was proposed by the
BARCIST criteria [6]. Lastly, we used the second most
used threshold in literature – 180 to − 10 [8] and then the
combination – 190 to − 50. With these 4 thresholds, we
can study how modifying the upper or lower thresholds of
the HU could modify the measurement of BAT. To
identify the proportion of BAT which is detected by
[18F]FDG-PET/CT scan in the range between − 50 and −
10 HU, we quantified the amount of BAT volume for
every single range of HU. Later, we calculated the
percentage of BAT volume and metabolic activity for
every range of 10 HU with respect to the total amount
measured by the reference criteria (SUV IND; HU – 300,
− 10). To study the interaction effect of the HU ranges
with BMI or sex on the adipose tissue (BAT and WAT)
volume, as well as on BAT volume and activity, we
conducted a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
repeated measurements. We introduced the amount of
BAT calculated every 10 HU (for instance, from 0 to −
10, from − 11 to − 20 HU, and so on; 30 levels) as
within-subject factor and weight status (underweight,
normal weight, overweight, obese) or sex as between-
subject factors. Moreover, we calculated the mean
radiodensity with the different combination of thresholds
selected for the regression analyses. All analyses were
performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows
version 22.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA), and the
level of significance was set to P G 0.05.
Results
SUV Influences BAT Outcomes More Than HU
Range
First, we confirmed that [18F] FDG uptake by BAT
significantly changed when both SUV and HU were
modified in comparison with the reference criteria (SUV
IND; HU − 300, − 10) in the whole sample (Suppl. Fig. 1,
see ESM) [13]. Next, we examined the association of BAT
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volume quantified by SUV IND, HU – 300 to − 10 with
BAT volume using a fixed SUV IND threshold but
modifying the HU thresholds (HU − 190, − 10 (Fig. 1a);
HU − 180, − 10 (Fig. 1b); HU − 190, − 50 (Fig. 1c); and HU
− 250, − 50 (Fig. 1d)). We repeated the same analysis using
a fixed HU range (− 300, − 10) but modifying the SUV
threshold (SUV 1.5 (Fig. 1e), 2.0 (Fig. 1f), 2.5 (Fig. 1g), and
3.0 (Fig. 1h)). In all regressions, we found positive and
significant associations (all P ≤ 0.001). However, we found
that when modifying the HU thresholds, the explained
variance (R2) varied from 0.948 to 1.000, whereas modifying
the SUV resulted in R2 values between 0.883 and 0.938 in
comparison with BAT volume quantification by the refer-
ence method. Moreover, we found that the standardized beta
of these linear regressions was lower when we modified
SUV thresholds in comparison with HU thresholds (Fig. 1i).
Similar results were found in terms of BAT activity
(SUVmean) (Suppl. Fig. 2, see ESM). It should be noted that
we only found a perfect correlation between BAT quantified
using the criteria of SUV IND, HU – 300 to − 10 and BAT
quantified by the BARCIST proposal (SUV IND; HU − 190,
− 10) and with SUV IND, HU – 180 to − 10, both for BAT
volume and activity (B = 1.000; R2 = 1.000; P ≤ 0.001, Fig.
1a and b and Suppl. Fig. 2a and b, see ESM). Furthermore,
we performed further comparisons between thresholds in
absolute values (Suppl. Table 2, see ESM).
Similarly, the mean radiodensity differed when the
SUV or the HU thresholds changed (Suppl. Fig. 3a and
b, see ESM). The differences were especially higher
when the HU threshold excluded the range from − 50 to
− 10 HU. Moreover, we showed that the association
between the mean radiodensity and BMI was affected by
excluding the range from − 50 to − 10 HU (Suppl.
Fig. 3c and d, see ESM).
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Fig. 1. Associations of brown adipose tissue (BAT) volume quantified by the individualized standardized uptake value (SUV
IND) threshold and a range of Hounsfield units (HU) from − 10 to − 300, with BAT volume measured by the SUV IND threshold
by applying different ranges of HU (a − 10, − 190; b − 10, − 180; c − 50, − 190; and d − 50, − 250) in 125 participants. We
repeated the same associations but modifying the SUV threshold instead of the HU threshold. We estimated BAT volume
applying different SUVs (e 1.5, f 2.0, g 2.5, and h 3.0). i We represented all the r of Pearson of the correlation in one plot. B, beta
standardized; R2: explained variance.
Most BAT Presents a Radiodensity Between − 100
and − 10 HU
We next studied in which radiodensity range most BAT is
present. To this end, we investigated the whole range of
HU that is supposed to contain adipose tissue (both BAT
and WAT; from − 300 to − 10 HU) and we applied the
SUV IND threshold. We observed that BAT (as volume)
was mostly present in the range from − 150 to − 10 HU
(Fig. 2a and d), representing the 96.8 % of the total BAT
volume. We also calculated BAT activity (SUVmean) and
BAT metabolic activity every 10 HU, finding similar
results (Fig. 2b and c) in the range from − 150 to − 10
HU, which represent the 98.0 % of the total metabolic
activity of [18F] FDG uptake by BAT. Based on these data,
the 43.2 % of BAT volume was contained in the range − 50
to − 10 HU, and the 42.6 % of BAT volume was contained
in the range − 100 to − 51 HU (Fig. 2d). In addition, the
range − 50 to − 10 HU contained 41.4 % of total metabolic
activity of BAT and the range − 100 to − 50 HU contained
45.2 % (Fig. 2e). At HU ≤ − 150, only 5.2 % of the total
amount of BAT was present, with low [18F] FDG uptake by
BAT (0.1 % of total) (Fig. 2e).
BMI and Sex Affect the Distribution of BAT
Radiodensity
We next calculated the percentage of adipose tissue (without
applying a SUV threshold, thus including both BAT and
WAT) within the HU ranges, dividing by different catego-
ries of BMI (i.e., studying interaction). We observed that
overweight and obese participants had a higher proportion of
adipose tissue in the HU range from − 300 to − 75 HU,
whereas underweight and normal weight participants had a
higher proportion of adipose tissue with a higher
radiodensity (Fig. 3a; P for HU × BMI ≤ 0.001). When we
applied a SUV IND threshold for quantifying BAT, the
interaction disappeared (Fig. 3b; P for HU × BMI = 0.109).
We also studied BAT activity (SUVmean), and we did not
observe interaction (Fig. 3c; P for HU × BMI = 0.352). In
the whole sample, we were unable to detect glucose uptake
in BAT depots in 21 participants (PET−) (Table S1). PET−
participants had the same adipose tissue distribution than
PET+ participants (Suppl. Fig. 4a, see ESM), but a different
BAT radiodensity distribution (Suppl. Fig. 4b; P for HU ×
PET G 0.001, see ESM). We therefore repeated the analyses
excluding PET− scans and observed that the interaction
between adipose tissue radiodensity remained (Suppl.
Fig. 5a; P for HU × BMI ≤ 0.001, see ESM). Moreover,
after excluding PET−, there were interactions in the
distribution of BAT radiodensity between categories of
BMI (Suppl. Fig. 5b; P for HU × BMI = 0.004, see ESM).
Overweight and obese participants had a higher proportion
of BAT located in less denser ranges in comparison with
normal weight and underweight participants, who had a
higher proportion of BAT radiodensity in a denser range
(from − 10 to − 50). There were no differences in terms of
BAT activity (SUVmean) (Suppl. Fig. 5c; P for HU × BMI =
0.126, see ESM).
Next, we studied whether sex affects BAT radiodensity
(Fig. 3d–f). Women had a higher percentage of adipose
tissue in the value of radiodensity between − 300 and − 100
HU than men, who had higher percentage of adipose tissue
in a denser range (from − 50 to − 10 HU) (Fig. 3d; P for HU
× sex ≤ 0.001). In addition, when we applied the SUV IND
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Fig. 2. Distribution of brown adipose tissue (BAT) by ranges of 10 Hounsfield units (HU) where adipose tissue is known to be
present (from − 10 to − 300) in 125 participants. BAT was calculated using individualized standardized uptake value (SUV)
threshold. a BAT volume. b BAT activity (SUV mean). c BAT metabolic activity. d Percentage of BAT volume in different HU
ranges. e Percentage of BAT metabolic activity in different HU ranges. Data are represented as mean and standard deviation,
otherwise indicated.
threshold, we observed that men had a higher proportion of
BAT volume in comparison with women in denser ranges of
HU (Fig. 3e; P for HU × sex = 0.023). However, women
showed higher proportion of BAT activity (SUVmean) in the
whole range of HU than men (Fig. 3f; P for HU × sex ≤
0.001). All these results persisted when BMI was introduced
as co-variable (data not shown).
Cervical BAT Has Higher Radiodensity Than
Thoracic BAT
We next analyzed whether BAT radiodensity differed
between the two most common human BAT depots, cervical
vs. thoracic (supraclavicular, mediastinal, and paravertebral)
(Fig. 4a and b) [18]. We observed that BAT volume of the
cervical area was denser in comparison with thoracic BAT
(Fig. 4c; P for HU × area ≤ 0.001). These results persisted
when we excluded PET− participants (Fig. 4d; P for HU ×
area ≤ 0.001) and when the analyses were adjusted by BMI
or sex (data not shown).
Discussion
The present study shows that the SUV threshold influences
BAT quantification by [18F]FDG-PET/CT scans more than
the HU range. Furthermore, we observed that the range from
− 50 to − 10 HU had the highest proportion of total human
BAT volume (43.2 %), which represents 41.4 % of the total
BAT metabolic activity in our cohort. Moreover, excluding
the HU range between − 50 and − 10 affected also the mean
value of radiodensity. We furthermore showed that BAT
volume was not different between categories of BMI, as well
as BAT activity (SUVmean). In addition, BAT was less dense
in women than in men, although the BAT activity
(SUVmean) was higher in all ranges of HU. Therefore, all
future human studies using static [18F]FDG-PET/CT scans
should include BAT in the radiodensity range from − 50 to
− 10 HU. This study also shows that the radiodensity of
BAT located in the cervical area was mainly in the range
from − 50 to − 10 HU, yet further studies are needed to
confirm these results.
Hounsfield Unit Range for Assessing BAT
Recently, a consortium [6] suggested using the SUV IND
because [18F] FDG uptake is not equally distributed between
tissues. Our results do support this idea, because modifying
the SUV thresholds decreased the explained variance and the
standardized beta of the linear regressions in comparison
with modifying the HU thresholds for BAT outcomes. In
addition, BARCIST 1.0 proposed a range for the BAT
radiodensity (from − 190 to − 10 HU) [6], which perfectly
correlated with a criteria with bigger range of density (− 300,
− 10 HU). Furthermore, we found that the 43.2 % of the total
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Fig. 3. Distribution of adipose tissue, brown adipose tissue (BAT) volume, and BAT activity by body mass index (BMI) and sex.
a Distribution of fat volume without applying standardized uptake value (SUV) threshold by BMI categories. d The same as in a
but by sex. b Patterns of BAT volume after applying the individualized SUV threshold. e The same as in d but by sex. c Patterns
of BAT activity after applying the individualized SUV threshold. f The same as in c but by sex. a, b, d, and e are represented as
percentage of the individual total volume. P for trend obtained from a bifactorial analysis of variance.
amount of BAT is present in the range from − 50 to − 10
HU. Obviously, the most used HU threshold in literature (−
250, − 50 HU) is excluding this amount of BAT. Thus, we
reason that these studies missed an important portion of the
human BAT, mostly cervical BAT.
On the other hand, U Din et al. [12] recently showed that the
mean BAT radiodensity is inversely related to makers of
adiposity (e.g., BMI and waist circumference). However, they
quantified the mean radiodensity with the most used thresholds
in literature (SUV 2.0; HU − 50, − 250). Here, we showed that
the results of the associations between the mean BAT
radiodensity with markers of adiposity are possibly influenced
by the fact of including the range from − 10 to − 50 HU, more
than including the range from − 190 to − 250 HU or − 190 to −
300 HU. Moreover, Aubrey et al. [21] showed that skeletal
muscle radiodensity could be found in the range from − 29 to
150 HU based on thermoneutral CT scans; however, there is no
evidence whether this negative HU (~ − 29HU) is positive after
a cold exposure, although UDin et al. [12] showed that skeletal
muscle radiodensity increased after a cold exposure. In
addition, Blondin et al. [22] observed that deep skeletal
muscles are quite active and had a high [18F] FDG uptake
after a cold exposure.We observed that the adipose tissue in the
neck area (where the deep muscles are located) was denser in
comparison with the thoracic adipose tissue. Based on that, we
cannot assure that the range from − 50 to − 10 HU is excluding
all the skeletal muscle activity, and therefore, future studies
need to be very careful when selecting the range of HU for
BAT quantification, because it matters.
Differences in the Distribution of BAT
Radiodensity by BMI and Sex
Some white adipose tissue (WAT) has the possibility to
transdifferentiate in beige tissue by a process commonly named
as browning [23]. During this process, the number of
mitochondria, as well as the levels of uncoupling protein 1
(UCP1), increases in WAT [24]. Nothing is known about the
radiodensity of beige tissue or whether radiodensity measured
by CT scan is able to distinguish between brown, white, and
beige tissues. Several authors have postulated that WAT and
BAT could be overlapped in terms of HU, and BARCIST [6]
suggested that applying a SUV IND threshold, somehow, we
are able to distinguish both tissues, although it is unclear. Based
on mice studies, it can be postulated that radiodensity of beige
tissues should be intermediate between BAT and WAT
Bneither BAT, nor WAT, but something in between,^ whereas
Carpentier et al. [8] suggested that the differentiation between
BAT vs. WAT should be done in terms of the metabolic
activity of the tissues. However, further studies are needed to
verify this in humans because both options are feasible.
In 2012, Cypess et al. [25] performed BAT biopsies from
the cervical area in humans finding that this tissue was
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Fig. 4. Distribution of brown adipose tissue (BAT) radiodensity across ranges of 10 Hounsfield unit (HU) by anatomic location
(cervical vs. thoracic). a Cervical region selected: from atlas cervical to cervical vertebrae 7. b Thoracic region selected: from
cervical vertebrae 7 to thoracic vertebrae 4. c Percentage of BAT volume with respect to the total amount of BAT volume in the
cervical area, in every range of 10 HU in the whole sample. d Percentage of BAT volume with respect to the total amount of
BAT volume in the thoracic area, in every range of 10 HU in PET+ participants. Data are represented as mean.
predominantly beige. Furthermore, some studies postulated
that humans may not have classical BAT as mice do. These
studies hypothesized that supraclavicular human BAT is
predominantly brite/beige adipose tissue surrounded by
WAT. Moreover, the observed differences in BAT
radiodensity between the cervical and thoracic areas could be
based on the fact that BAT of the cervical area seems to be
predominantly beige [26]. Nevertheless, the BAT within the
thoracic area could be wrapped by WAT, as other studies have
postulated [27, 28]. This could explain the higher proportion of
less dense tissue observed in comparison with cervical BAT.
The possible fact that BAT is wrapped byWAT in the thoracic
area might also explain why overweight and obese individuals
have a higher proportion of adipose tissue (including BAT and
WAT) and slightly higher levels of BAT (only when PET−
scans were excluded) in lower ranges of radiodensity compared
with underweight and normal weight individuals, although it
should be confirmed. It should be noted that the metabolic
activity of BAT upon a cold exposure was not different
between categories of BMI.
We observed that women had less dense adipose tissues, as
well as less dense BAT in comparison withmen, independently
of the BMI. This could mean that differences in adipose tissue
radiodensity might be a sex feature more than a weight status
feature. Moreover, we observed that women had a higher [18F]
FDG uptake by BAT in the whole range of HU. Therefore,
having a higher BAT radiodensity does not necessarily mean
higher [18F] FDG uptake by this tissue; as in the present study,
we found the opposite in women. Further studies are needed to
characterize the differences in radiodensity of adipose tissues
between females and males.
The results of the present study should be interpreted with
caution because we only included the upper part of the body
where BAT is mainly located [18]; thus, including other BAT
depots (such as suprarenal depots) could modify the results. It
is well known that brown adipocytes not only consume
glucose, but also (triglyceride-derived) fatty acids [29]. Of
note is also that our study is based on a glucose analogue, and
the BAT glucose uptake could be affected by the level of
insulin resistance or age. Therefore, it will be helpful to study
the BAT radiodensity with other tracers such as [18F]fluoro-6-
thia-heptadecanoic acid or [11C]acetate. Moreover, we used a
personalized cooling protocol based on the subjective percep-
tion of shivering of the participants. Recently, Gordon et al.
[30] postulated that a personalized cooling protocol could be
created based on the skin temperature measurement (an
objective quantification) in lean subjects; therefore, further
studies using this technique for BAT quantification could be of
interest in the field.
Conclusions
We showed that SUV thresholds should determine BAT
quantification more than HU thresholds. We showed that it
should be interesting to include the range from − 10 to − 50
HU because it contains a huge proportion of the total BAT
volume (43.2 %), which represented 41.4 % of the total
BAT metabolic activity in our study. We observed that the
distribution of BAT radiodensity was not different between
categories of BMI but was different between sexes. All
future human studies using static [18F]FDG-PET/CT scans
should include the range from − 50 to − 10 HU, which
mainly represent BAT located in the cervical area.
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